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Broad, Herrera, George Dixon and
that lot No tango tea "with those
boys. It was biff, bang, slam all the
time.

"A fighter, to and hard,
has to set himself. He fi'as to put his
feet on the floor solidly and put all his
weight into his punch. These boys
we see nowadays are so busy bobbing
around to keep from getting hit they
never set

"I think there's only one fellow In
the ring today who hits right hits
like the good old boys did and that
is Mike Gibbons. But Mike won't go
in close and take a chance.

"Compare some of these parlor
dancers with Terry McGovern, Her--

RIDES 33 DAYS ON DOG SLED TO
MAKE LAWS
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New York. Senator Frank A. Aid-ric- h

of Alaska thinks nothing of a
35-d- journey from the Arctic circle
on dog sleds to attend a session of
the legislature. The senator is now
making his first visit in New York and
he maiyela at itsiwonders.
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j rera and the like. This fellow Her
rera nit isenny x anger on tne jaw one
night and Yanger struck the floor so
hard his shoulder bone was broken.

"Herrera hit me on the chest one
time and knocked me clear through
the ropes. For a month I could feel
a heavy weight on my chest Even
now when I take a deep breath I
think of the time the Mexican hit me.

"Herrera was the hardest hitter I

ever faced. George Dixon was the
best in ability. Gee, he
was clever. My hardest fight was
with Bat Nelson. He was a light-
weight and I was a featherweight,
but I signed for 15 rounds, figuring I
could outbox him. Outbox nothing.
We mauled one another for fair. That
was a terrible night"
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A LITTLE FISH STORY

Because fish cannot live for any
length of time out of water we are
likely to think that they can live m
any kind of water. But this is not
true. The fish need something be-
sides water; they need that very im-
portant element called oxygen, a gas
that is necessary to life.

The gills of a fish extract this oxy-
gen from water the same as the lungs
of human being extracts it from air.
But the fish cannot extract it from
air any more than the human can
extract it from water. So the fish
dies out of 'water and the human
being dies if he remains long under
water. Now as soon as the fish in
the jar uses up all the oxygen in the
water he must die. If the water is
changed often so that there's always
oxygen in it the fish thrives in his
"tiny ocean."
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The oldest ironclad in the world is

the U. S. A. Wolverine, now complet-
ing her 71st year of service. She
was built at Pittsburgh and shipped in
sections to Lake Erie-i- 1844, having
since been stationed on that body of
water. The Wolverine was a prison
for 2,000 Confederates during the
civil war.


